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SURVEYING - I

fTime: 3 hours

(Maximum marks: 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks: 10)

Marks

I Answer c// questions in one or two sentences. Each question calries 2 marks.

1. List the accessories of chain survey.

2. Define the term bearing of a line.

3. Differentiate between back sight and fore sight.

' 4. List the ruImes of different bench marks.

5. Write any two uses of contour map. (5x2 = 10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks: 30)

il Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. The area of a field measured with a chain which was 0.8% too short was found

to be 35hectars. What is the true area ?

2. Explain the intersection methciJ of plain table strveying

. 3. The fore bearing of the sides of a closed traverse ABC are AB-45", BC-116" and

CA-275". Calculate the included angles and apply the check.

4. List and explain the different errors that may occw in compass surveyxxg.

5. Explain about the rise and fall system of reduction of levels.

6. With the Aid of a neat sketch, explain reciprocal levelling.

7. Determine the combined correction for curvature and refraction for a distance of

(a) 4.5km and (b) 720Om (5x6 = 30)
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PART - C

Qraaximum marks: 60)

(Answeronefu||questionfromeachunit.Eachfullquestioncarries15marks.)
UNrr -- I

UI (a) Define the term orientation' What are the methods ? Explain'

(b)Plottthetbllowingcrossstaffsurveyofafieldandcalculatethearea.

Marks
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JV (a) A chain line AB is obstructed by a pond and tl.re point A and B are on either

side of the pond At A a line DAC was ranged out. The distance AD = 32Am'

AC = 280;, DB = 530m and CB = 485m. Find the distance AB.

(b) Find the area in squale meter from the following field book enfiies'

7

UNrr - II

V (a) Explain the procedure for the adjustment of closing error of a compass taverse by
graphical method.

(b) The following bearings were observed for a closed traverse ABCDEA which are

suspected for local attmction. Determine the corrected bearing of the lines.

" Line FB

AB 150" -20'

3130 - 15'

2200 - t5'

BB

3280 - 40'

2550- - 30'

134" - 15'

400 - 15'

BC

CD

DE

EA

76" - 00'

42" - 30' 223" - 45'
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vI (a) List the usual methods of plotting a compass haverse. Exprain.
(b) A chain line PQR crosses a river. Points e and R are rocated on the near andthe distant banks respectively. The length of tin" pe = g0m. A line eS l6orn isset at right angles to the chain line at Q. The wcB of R and p taken at s are3r0o and 220" respectivery. Find the width of the river.

Marks

Ururr - IIi
\{I (a) Describe the temporary adjustnart of levelling 

7(b) The following consecutive readings were observed with a dumpy level in acontinuously sloping ground at 20m interval. 0.735 at A, r.225, r.s75, r.g20,2.560, 0.950, r.235, 1.950, 2.750, 0.g75, r.32s,2.000 on B. The reduced
level of starting point A is 120.00. Determine the gradient of the line AB. g

On
V'lll (a) Define the terms.

(i) Height of instument (ii) Change point (iii) Back sight and fore sight
(b) The following staff readings were observed successively with a level. The instument

was shifted after the third, sixth and eighth reading . Determine the level difference
between the first and last stations using rise and fatl method.The first reading were
taken on a staff heid on BM 100.00.

3.965, 3.345, 2.930, 1.950, 0.g55, 3.795, 2.640, 1.54, 1.g35, 0.g65
and 0.665.

UNlr 
- 

IV

D( (a) Explain profile levelling.

(b) The observer standing on the deck of a ship just sees the top of a light house' which is 50rn above sea level . If the height of the observers eye is lOm above
sea level, determine the distance of the observer from the light house.

On

(a) Explain indirect methods of locating contours.

(b) List the characteristics of contours. Explain.
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